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ABSTRACT

This thesis deals with the problem of real image formation by curvilinear holograms. ' A review of the pertinent literature

in the field

of holographic imaging is presented. An exact integral equatíon
formulation is derived to descríbe real ímage formaËion by an ideal
curvilinear hologram of arbitrary shape. The integral is solved
exactly for the tr¿o-dimensional case.
real image field for a point source
Ëhe

EXPERIMENT

¡uhen measures

effect of physical degradation factors.

1 examines the

are taken to reduce

Results show that the

large hologram aperture and short holograrn-to-object distance yíe1ds
Ëhe expected

limíted depth-of-focus. The lack of abberrations in the

image verify the advantage of using plane wave reference and reconstruc-

tion beams.

EXPERII"IENT

2 uses a diffusely scattering object in

arrangement similar to that of

EXPERIMENT

an

1 in order to deterrn-Lne Ëhe

obtainable resoluËion as a function of the ratio of aoerture size to
hologram-Ëo-object distance. Results indicaËe that the obtainable

resolution is aboul 6.87[ of that of the ideal diffraction
system.

EXPERIMENT

limited

3 shows that special precautions must be taken

with curvilinear holograms in order to duplícate the resolution obtainable with planar holograms. Finally, a srurunary of results is presented
and some comments on the practicality

curvilinear holograms is

{,

made.

and applications of imaging by

Il_ .
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INTRODUCTION

Holography is a process wherein the phase and amplitude information

of a r¿ave diffracted from a three-dimensional object can be recorded
ín such a vray that a duplicate or a conjugate of the original object
I^rave can be produced at,

a later tíme. Information storage is

accom-

plished by recordíng an interference pattern produced by the superposition of coherent reference and object \¡/aves. Reconstruction is
done by illuminating

this \¡rave recording, the hologram, with a re-

consËruction beam vrhich closely matches the original reference

beam.

The basic concept of holography was originated in 1948 by Dennis

Gabor as a result of his research into high resolution electron rnicro-

scopy [17, 18] .

The inspiration f or this two-step, lensless \..¡ave-

reconstructÍng microscopy

came

from the ínvenÈion, many years previous,

of the "x-ray microscope" by sír Lawrence Bragg [415]. Gabor envisioned
that by recording the unfocused wavefronts themselves, the resolution
limit of the elecËron microscope might be reduced to perhaps r 8,
thereby rnaking atomíc structures visible.

The lack of sufficiently

coherent sources of X-ray and electron beams has prevent.ed such resolu-

tíon from being achieved to date. However, it should be noted that in
principle holography offers a method of. realízing extreme resolution,
diffraction

limited imaging.

The abílity

of holograms to sËore and reproduce the toËal informaËion

t

of an object r¡Iavefront a1lows it to functÍon in a virtually

limitless

variety of informatíon processing and wavefront manipulation
many

syscems,

of which do not directly involve imaging 1,7,8,13,14 r20,54,61,63].

such applications will not be considered here; rather, the hologram

will be examined so1e1y in íts role as a generator of real and virËual
images of arbitrary irregular objects.

Special consideratÍon will

be

given to the resolution obtainable in holographicalty produced real
i-mages

of three-dimensional objects.

Inaging properties of holograms have been conventíonal1y Ëreated from

the víewpoint of planar horogram shapes. This configuration greatly
facilitates

mathematícal analysis, expecially if the "paraxial approxi-

maEíon" is used lL4r6Il.

In particular, Fouríer transform analysis

can be readily applied, Ëhus allowing the use of the powerful techniques

and theorems of Communication Systems Theory [38,54].

Investigatíons of such planar holograms 133,46,47,48] have yielded
the fact that the resoluËion spot size (depth of focus) of a reconstructed real ímage poinË is inversely proportional to the effective
hologram size and directly proportional to the object to hologram

distance. For example, Rayleighrs crit,e.rion lTLl states that díffractíon ]inrited resolution of a sma1l circular aperture ís 0.61ÀR/a for
a disk of díameter a at a distance R from the object, radiating
at wavelength À, where the subtended cone angle is

a/2Fi<<I. Thus,

a high resolution real imaging system must record a large segment of
Èhe waves

diffracted from the object.

A theory of curved holograrns

J.

can shov/ that, providedttperfect" holographic recording is assumed, the

resolutíon obtainable in the real ímage

on the segment of the object

depend.s

wavefront that is recorded, but not on the exact hologram shape. This
feaËure nakes the topic of curvilinear holograms extremely important

Ín the field of high resolution imaging systems.

rt is the purpose of this analysis to investígate furËher the properties of curvilinear holograms, particularily

in regard to rhe gen-

eraËion of real images.

rn the liËerature review, a

sturunary

r¿il1 be

made

of the pertínent,

contríbutions, both theoretical and practÍcal, ín the field of holographic imaging, with partícular emphasis on curvilinear hologram shapes.

The theoretícal analysis will present an integral equation description

of imaging by an arbitrary curvilinear hologram modeled by a thin
variable transmittance film.

This analysis will be modífied by con-

sideration of the properties of real recording media as they apply
to curvilinear hologram shapes.

The experimental section r¿i1l describe a number of experÍnents to in-

vestigate properties of real image formation.

Experiments I and

2

will serve to determine how well the resolution obtai-nable ín a holographically produced real image compares to the resolution of an ideal
diffraction

limited imaging system. Results will show that the obtain-

able resolution, while less than the ideal, i.s sufficienË to enable

the real image of a diffusely scattering object to be constructed
with great accuracy. Experiment 3 witl

investigate the difficultíes

encountered in obtaining the real image of objects from curvilinear

holograms. Results wÍll show Ëhat in general curvílinear holograms
are much more susceptible to image degrading phenomena than are planar
holograms.

Finally, a sunmary of results will be presented and some conments
Ëhe

practÍcallty

will be

made.

on

and applicaLions of imagíng by curvilinear holograms
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The principle of r¡/ave recording by the interference pattern formed

by the superposition of coherent reference and object v/aves was fírst
conceived by Dennis Gabor ín 1948 during his research into high resolu-

tíon electron
made

beam microscopy

Il7,lB].

He descríbed the recording

in this way as a hologram, from the Greek word "holos", which

"\¿hole".

means

The scíence involving such wave recordíngs then became knov¡n

as holography. Several researchers attempted to improve the obtain-

able resolution [13] but achieved liÈtle success. This
unavailabílity of suffíciently

r¿as due

to the

coherent sources which necessitated the

use of an "in 1ine" confíguration and made it impossible to effectively

separate the real image, virtual

image and zero order Ëransmittance

terms in the reconstruction Þrocess.

I^Iith the advent of the optical laser and the "off-axis"

techniques of

Leith and upatnieks in the early 1960rs [38,39,401, the various
Ëerms could be

first

spatially separated. Leith and Upatníeks were also the

to consider holography from the viewpoint of Communication

Theory t:41.

image

Systems

These innovations made holography an important, practical

engineering too1.
Holograms may be considered under three main classifications
Ëo the manner in which they are recorded. These are:

accordinq

Fresnel holo-

grams, Fraunhofer holograms and Lensless Fourier Transform Holoerams

[20,6L,63]. In general,

Ëhe

Fresnel hologram is formed relatively

6,

close to the sources where the paraxial approximation t61] cannot be
used. Fraunhofer holograms are formed in the far field, andlensless
Fouríer Transform holograms are formed usíng object and reference
beams

with equal divergent radií so that the recording assumes many of

the characteristics of Fraunhofer holograms t63l (see Fíg. 1).
Although holographic recordings are often consid.ered as a two-dimensional
Èransmittance function (i.e. a perfectly "thín" variable transmittance

film), such an assumption is good for a first
many cases reads

approximation only and in

to completely erroneous results [Br14]. rt has been

shown [4L,44,6r] that, since photographic emulsions in particular
many ü/avelengths

are

thick, holograms recorded in them must be considered

as a volume diffraction

grating.

Analysis of such thick emulsions [13,

61130] have shown that the conjugate ímage is very strongly attenuated

in reconstruction.

Reflection type holograms [12,13r63] can be.made,

due to the volume effect, by having the reference and object beams in¡ercepE in a large (nearly 180') angle so that the fringe period approaches

half a wavelength. Such volume gratings will exhibit pronounced Bragg
diffracLionso Ëhat, with a r¿hite light reconstruction beam, the reconstructed images will be essentially monochromatic. The bandwídth

of Ëhe reflected lighr has been found ro be approximarely 508 t131. The
spatial frequencies normally encountered in cylindrical or conical hologram shapes necessítates consideratÍon of the vol-ume effect.

A serious problem ín holography is the i-nadequacy of the recording

materials which results in a loss of ímage resolutíon.
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8.

Tecording materials are inherently noisy and resolution limited

to the finiËe film grain size.
Ëo the instability

due

They are also prone to distortion due

of the gelatin base. Several researchers [11,56,

34,2L,43,25,13] have considered the effects of these phenomena.

The

nonlinearity of films [L6,22,6,35,13] ís another serious source of
image degradation. A drawback of conventional absorption holograms

is the fact that the high "bias" densities required for linear recording results in a strong attenuatíon of the reconstruction beam and a
very 1ow efficiency [2Ir6L].

To overcome this problem another class of

of holograms have been consídered. These are "phase holograms" ln
which the intensity pattern is recorded as a variatíon in the index

of refraction of a material rather than as a varíation ín absorptive
density t6r1. Latra tsll descríbes a method of obtaining phase holograms by chemically bleaching the processed,photographically recorded.

interference pattern.

others [31,13,57,9,66] experimented r¿ith

a

great variety of chemical bleaches. The effect of bleaching has been
found to be a great increase in diffraction

efficiency at the

expense

of image resolutíon and contrast [13,66]. phase holograms have also
been successfully record.ed in other media including photochromic

glasses I23,491, dichromated geratins [42,58,13] and deformable thermo-

plastics 167,L31. These materials are very important for curvilinear
holography since they offer higher resolution and less distorËion than

photographic films.

The possíbílity

of object mensuration by holographic methods is

importanË one which has received a great deal of interest.

an

In a series

q

of studíes(+9r47,46] Meier has shoum that a holographic recording

can

contain sufficíent information about an object scattereï to reproduce
the scattering surface wit.h a great deal of accuracy. Hildebrand
and Haines [24] have proposed a method of measuring surface contours

using multiple wavelengths or multiple sources. Bates [3] has experímenËed

with constructing holograms with information gathered from X-ray

analysis of objects and then regenerating the object profíles from the
holograms. Mikhail [50,51] and McDonnell [45] have srudied rhe feasibílity

of holographíc mensuratíon and mapping from a photogrammetric

point of vievr. Their techníque involves manual scanning of the virtual
image produced by a planar holograrn to obtain.the data samples. A1-

though they have shown good accuracy wíth this method it has the disadvantages of being a very laborious procedure requiring highly complex

instruments' subjective decision-making, and highly skilled personnel.
rt is proposed that the mensuration system can be

made much

simpler,

and perhaps auËomaËíc, if the real ímage ís analysed ínstead of the

vírtual image. stetson [62] used the limited-depth-of-focus effect
I47,481 to generaüe the contour of a scattering object by intercepting

the real image field from a planar hologram by. another photographic
film.

Gara and Majkowskí [19] are usíng a similar confíguration ro

obtain the contours of clay models. Theír system features a líquid
gate to reduce fílm emulsion dístortion and a digítal sampling of the
real ímage. Sherman 1491, trniolf and sher¡err 160,69l and Lalor t:a1
have also considered inversion of Ëhe field record.ed on a planar surface.

10.

The planar nature of most holograms permits only a limited
perspective

to be recorded. King Llzl recorded a 360' view of an object on a
planar hologram by making multiple exposures and rotating the object
before each exposure. The reconstructÍon however sti11 yields only
a limited set of perspectives. True 360" recordings have been made
by various authors 126,27,28,64,291 by surrounding the specimen by
the recording film and Íllu¡rinating it wíth a highly divergent r,{ave. only
virLual images have been reported. to date.

The images formed by such systems must be analysed by a theory of

large-angle holograms to deterruine the Íncrease i-n resoluËion. Mittra
and Ransom [52], I^Iolf [68], Kozma and Zelenka [33] and champagne
trOl
have considered nonparaxial imaging from large scale planar holograms.
R.P. Porter [55] has shown that in curvilinear holograms, the resoruËion of the real image depends on subtended angle but not on aperEure

shape. His analysis, however, is restricted to two-dimensional holograms and further ís based on the assumption of a perfect
recording
medium.

clearly, a theory of three-dimensional curvilinear holograms is needed
to deterrrÍ-ne the possibre resoluti-on of such a system and to predict
the effect of practical limitati-ons.

rt is suggested that the ín-

creased resolution and the rimÍted depth of fÍeld obtained in a
360o
hologram can be used to advantage for the purpose of object mensuration

("c1ose-up" photogrammetry). Digitarization of the real
image by a
scanning photodeËector may then enable the object shape to be retrieved

automatically.

11.

chøptez, three
ANALYSIS OF CURVILINEAR

3.1

HOLOGRAMS

INTRODUCTION

The analysis is restricted to a tr^ro-sËep imaging process. In the first

or recordíng step, a reference point and an object source with

known

radiated or scattered fields is assumed to be surrounded by a transparent recording medium of arbítrary shape. The superposition of the
coherenË reference and object vraves produces a stable interference

(intensity) pattern which is recorded by this medium. Jþs ¡sqe¡.iíno
is processed so that the interference pattern is represent.ed by

a

variable transmittance. In the second or reconstructÍon sLep, the
object and reference sources are removed and the hologram is illuminat,ed by the conjugate of the reference \,/ave to create a real image.

A theory of curved holograms can show that the resolution of the real
image depends on the segment of the object radiation subtended by the

hologram surface but not on the surface shape. An exacl, integral

formulation of diffraction

theory is used to represent the image field

produced by the hologram. The point reference hologram, whose record-

ing arrangement is shown in Fig.3.1, is modelled by a collection of
surface sources analogous Lo a charge and dipole layer.
sources can be derived from the film transmittance I55].

The surface

f

t4

,t
P-/

r'

X

p¡

r

z

FIG.

3.I GEOMETRY

FOR

A I-TOLOGRAPHIC SURFACE Sh OF

ARBITRARY SHAPE.
H

:

13.

Section 3.2 presents the three-dimensional Greenrs function formulation

of diffraction

theory. The basic image system is defined and analysed

in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 presents the model of a point reference
hologram. Section 3.5 is a brief discussion of the effects cf physical
characteristics of holograms on real image construction.

THREE-DI}JENSIONAL GREENI

J. ¿

The theory presented here

S

FUNCTION FOR}ÍULATION

is restricted to the

complex monostatic,

time-independent, scalar wave equation
(V2

+ L'),¡,(i) = -p(;)

(1)

e

where k is the wavenumber Zt¡/X and

À

is the wavelength of

the

radiation.
For the time dependence exp(iot)

and a lossless, isotropic medium,

the scalar Greenrs function [71] that satisfies
(v2 +

t<2)c(i,i') = -ô (; - ;')

s

Q)

is

c(;,;')
where it

=

/ ?l

denotes the source coordinaËes and ? denotes the observatÍon

coordínates. If the response to a finite source p(7) satisfies the
Sommerfeld radiatíon condiËíon and is unique and lj-near[75], the field

due to a collection of such sources is

_l
ú(r) = )lp(r')G(r,r')dV'

\ +.,

\Iv

where the integral is over the volume V that contains all the sources.
The basic inage sysËem and the transmission hologram can be defined by

14.

specifying the field difference across the hologram. I^Iith reference
to Fig.3.1, the surface sources are related to the discontinuiËies in
the field by the relations

rlr(i")-ü.r(;")=oi
ñ. Iv"úr(;")

(s)

- v"úr(i,') 1-¡

(6)

where ú, and ú., are evaluated in Ëhe r
and where V" is the gradient in

i"

and v spaces of Fig.3.1
coordinates. Equations (5)

and (6) are the boundary conditions, gíven by Maue [74], for the scalar
vlave equation and oo and o,

are zero and first

order surface singularity

sources respectively. These surface sources can be used to find the

field on either side of an arbitrary surface Sn by substituting the
sources into Eqn. (4) and then performing the inËegration across the

burface in the direction of its unit normal â

1,741.

The field ís
ü (r)

r.
lì,
t.r'

=(

(r)rinrspace

t

z- t

l't,,.. tr/rl-nvspace

l

L"
-l

t

{o^c(i,i") - o.â.v"c(;,;")

¡

)

}ds"

(7)

^-l

n

J.J

BASIC IMAGE

SYSTEM

The basic image system, as defined by Porter [55], is the collection

of zexo and first

order sources on a surface, surrounding the location

of the object during the first

step, that form an image of a point

object by launching a converging spherical wave during the second
step. I¡Iith reference to Fig.3.1, the convergÍng wave is launched

frorn the hologram surface sr, and forms a real image in the r

space,

inside sh. This iurage forming wave then diverges and passes out of
the hologram surface into the v space, outsíde sn (Fig.3.1).

The

image forming field of a point source, the point response of the

system, is called the kernel and is denoted by

K.

The image kernel for an arbitrary hologram surface Sf, can be determined

fron

Eqn.

(7).

â.V"G*(;",;t)

The appropriaËe zero and fírst
and.

G*(;",;t),

order sources,

are found by substituting the approprÍate

Greenrs function into Eqn.(5) and Eqn.(6). The real image kernel has
been found by Porter t5S1 ro be
|

Kr(t,r') = | {cf7,i"¡v"ç"(;",;', - a'*(;",;')v"c(i,i")}.âds"
/-

-f

\

(B)

3h

Following Eqn. (4), the real image field can be written in terms of

this kernel

as

qr,(;)
=
LJ

I

I p*(;')rr{7,i')dv'

(e)

V

by the principle of superposition.

since sn will be considered here to be in general a cylindrical
shape, the three-dimensional Greenrs function

a more appropríate form. As shown in
can be

wrítten

as

will be represented in

appen&Læ

A.I, the Greenrs function

exp (-i.t<

4n ?

li - i'
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æ
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'f

')([p'*p,'-zp¡cos(0-ó') jl,¡¿,-n l/t).*o Gnlz-/ I)ar, , (10)

J

r¿here v¡e have used

ttÉ

trr]e

-

;'l = [p'+p ''-zpp,cos(0-ö ]) + (z-z,rr)/,

may now cons ider the cas e where

surrounds the

o ña

surface Ehat is

i

an¿

i' ro

ônr

l^l

olr

f of

the hologram surface Sf, only partly

irh reference to Fig.3.2, consider a hologram

asymp Ëot ic

rhe ri

(11)

to a wedge of angle o at infinity.

S.

n

.For,

in Fig.3.2, the divergence Ëheorem can

be

used Ëo show
I

l{
I

Ì '

fids"
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(tz¡

âds"

l

I

J
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Ilr
sr

n

where the inregrand is that of Eqn. (B)

The integration can be simplified íf S' i_s deformed to an arc of

a

circle of radius p" centered at the object poinr, since Ín this
case the unit normal to the surface Sr has a radial component only.

For large pt' , we can use the approximation to the zero order
Hankel function of the second kind

,> Lt-

(2\

Hj'(ßp") = tnßil-f ''"*p(-í(ßp" - t/Ð )
ptt**

where

ß2 = k2- h2

,

(13)
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FIG. 3.2 GEOMETRY FOR OPEN HOI-OGRAM ASYMPTOTIC
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rl
d, = IIp - p'l

Defining

lp

-

and

using the approximation to the cosine law
I

p"l = fo"
see Fís.3.2. we
t'- - d cos(Ot' - 0)1.
J'

ín the r space

can

write the kernel

as

Il
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i
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u'/'"*p(-iß(p"-d cos(0"-o)exp(ih lz-2" l )anlap"a o"dz"

As Sherman [59] has noted in similar problems, it ís very díffÍcult
Ëo evaluate such integrals to find the image kernel"
r¡re

However, since

are prímarily interested here in finding the resolution as a func-

tion of the angle o, , we can easily solve the equatíon for the
dimensional (p,0) case to fínd the kernel in the r

tr,/o-

space as

2¡t

K,(r,rt

)

rl

4'rT |

' -"

cos

(0" -

0) 1 d0"

(ls)

^

The kernel depends only upon the wedge angle cr and not on the exact
shape of

Sh. When
KT (r,rt)

IJ
L

o¿

= or the kernel
(kd)

becomes

(16)
"
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3.4

MgqEL OF POINT REFERENCE CYLINDRICAL

HOLOGRAM

OF INFINITE EXTENT

Consider Fig.3.1 with the coordinate system centered on the reference
source located at Ro, r,¡Íth;"

the varÍable distance from the film to

the point source. The total radiaËed field on the filn is

úo(i") = ü, * exp(-ik;") / 4rï,,

1r.7)

where il;, is the field radiated from Ëhe object source pS. The record_

ing rnedium is sensitive to the irradiance

-1
-2

ilrilr*
'o o

which is the time average of the square of the fÍeld
assume
I^Ie CAn

(18)

t

7f1. If

we

that the object field Ís very much less than the reference field,
write
:t(ík;" )
rf
ü"exp (-ikr" )
* L " I
"e*p
T
(le )
l'
2 '(4r-r")z '
4rl''4E,r--

If this intensity paËtern Ís recorded by a photographic emulsion, the
processed film can be described, to a first approxímatÍon, by a transmirrance T s AIY[14,61]. Here: ] is the developing exporient, assumed
to be one, and A is a film-.exposure coefficient that can vary from

point to point along the filrn.

The reference field is reconstructed when the film-exposure coeffícient

is
A

< 2(4rî")2

(20)

')^

I^iiÈhout loss of generality, the proportionality

constant will be taken

as one.
Therefore the transmittance is
T=

t + 4r;" -'5
[r!.exp(iki") +,¡].*p(-ik;")1.

(2I)

To forrn the real image, the fílrn must be illuminated from the outside

by a converging wave exp(ik?")/41ï1". The field in the r space of
Fíg.3.1 duríng reconstruction then becomes as
rtr = "f

=

exp

(iki"

shov,¡n

in Fig.3.3

)

(

4'fiT"

*l#ts2 * üä * úrexp(2ik;") +,r'

))\

(23)

,{

where t1;" is the converging real image field and rf.rt is the field divergí.ng from the real image. The firsr

and third rerms in Eqn. (23) will

be spatially separated from the image term if

large z'

compcnent t611. That is, they will

;t

has a sufficiently

be separared'if the object

and source points are widely separated on the Z-axis.
The resolutíon obtainable Ín the ideal case of a cylindrical

of infinite

extent can be determíned if we let the field

hologram

iþs be the

radíation from a point object at rt , the free space Greenfs function
l7rl, given in Eqn.(3). The converging

vüave

conjugate of this function,

For a point object at lt

the real image fíeld will

ç't1i,it ).

,

be

ú'r = G*-(i.;') + ú'
r
where !r'

must then be the complex

(24)

t

is the field diverging from the image.

Since qrï

mus

t

FtG. 3. 3 I-IOLOGRAM ILLUM INATED BY RECONSTRUCTION
SOURCE AND BY THE FIELD r/,' DIVERGING FROM
THE IMAGE AT F'

F

¿¿.

satisfy the

homogeneous

scalar

\^/ave

equation (i.e.Eqn. (1) Lrith the

source equal to zero), then we find that

(v2 +
Frorn Eqn.

k2)ü'(i,i'¡

=

(2) it Ís obvious that

field in Ëhe r

ô(r - r').

ü'

=

(2s)

-c(;,;').

Therefore the image

space is
(26)

Substituting

Eqn. (3)

into

i

ùtrl

'r

tlj

z't\

Eqn.

(k

(26) yields Ëhe result

li-?'

?-ï'

|)

(27)

This function represents an impulse at the point it.
the Rayleigh criterion

[71], the resolution, and hence the depth of

focus, is equal- to twíce the dístance betweer. the
first

miriimunr

of

Eqn.

According to

(27), which is

x/2.

SÍnce the volunie of the

irnage poin.t in Eqn. (27) d.oes noL change as a function of

the system is an iCeal isoplanatic

3.5

and the

maxínrum

it,

then

one.

DISCUSSION

As demonstrated in the above ar.alysis, the theoretical maximum resolu-

tion of a large-extenl cylindrical hoJ,ography system is on Lhe
of the wavelength of the ligbt. invclved.

or'<ier

In any real. system mer,y

sources of distortion of the wa.r¡efronts (to be listed Ln cLtøptey, fou-r,)

wil.l combíne to reduce the available: resolutíon by a large

arnount.

However, the resolution of the system could be decreased by a hundred-

fold and stÍ11 provide very accurate imaging of three-dímensional
objects. In order to make the preceding analysis useful in the consid.eratíon of .real curvílinear holographic systems, experiments must

be

performed which relate theoretical resolutíon to the resolutions obtain-

able in real holographic systems with typical amounts of dj-stortion.

In the experimental section r¡hich follows, experimenËs will be described whích demonstrate Ëhe depth-of-focus, aberrations and resolutíon
of typical holographie imaging systems.

EXPERIMENT

1 demonstrates that

the expected aberration-free and limited depth-of-focus poínt image can
be obtaj-ned in a holographic real image.

EXPERIMENT

2 verifies thar the

resolutÍons ín the holographic real image is a funcËion of the effective
aperture síze.

The results of these experiments can be used in conjunc-

tj-on with the preceding theoretical model to predict the performance of

real curvilinear hologram imaging systems.
Eqn.

(15) indícates that the

maximum

resolution of a real image poinË in

a constant Z plane depends upon the segment of the point radiaËion

thaË

the hologram orÍgínally subtended. For a diffusely scattering object
of complicated shape, the amount of hologram surface thaË a given object
surface element r¿i11 illuminaËe depends upon the neighborÍng surface.
For example, an element at the bottom of a concave hollow will illuminate less area than an element, at the top of a convex bump. Hence, Ëhe
resolutíon of a reconstructed surface element will vary considerably for
different object points.

As a final noËe, it should be noted that planar

holograms can be considered as curvilinear holograms that subtend only
s¡0a11 segment

of object radiation.

a
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chøpter fout,
EXPERIMENTS

4.7

INTRODUCTION

In the preceeding section an analysis has been presented which indicates that
the

maximum

resolution of a holographically-produced real image point

is on the order of the wavelength of the light used. The resolut.ion
was found to be a function of the solid angle of the object radiation

that. the hologram surface subtends. Such extreme resolution is the
absolute límiË that a "perfect" system can achieve. Hence, ãîy physical
imaging system will

always exhibiÈ lesser resolution.

In particular,

degradation of holographically produced images may result due Ëo any
one or a combÍnation of the followíng phenomena: ínsufficient

coherency

of interfering illumination [14], shífts in the interference paEtern
during recording due to vibration,

aíT turbulance or heat gradients

[13r14], distortion of recording media (for example, shrinkage of film
emulsion duríng processing) [13], inherent limitations of the recording
media (for films; resolution limits and film grain noise) [20,6L], non-

linear recordíngs 1221351, and the ínability

to duplicate exactly (or

generate the conjugate of) a reference beam [20,63].

Judicious choice of apparatus and careful design of the holographÍc
experÍment can reduce but never totally eliminate these degradation factors.
So the questíon remaíns as to whether curvilinear nolograms can bg used

to create real images with a high degree of resolution in a holographic

laboratory of modest resources. This is akin to the question of
whether the technique is feasible for practical apprications.

As part of a feasibility

study, the following experiments

\.,/ere con-

ducted.

4.2

EXPERIMENT

I : Imaging of a poinr Source

The purpose of this experiment was to investigate the ability

of

a

hologram to produce the real ímage of a point source when the effective
hologram area is large compared to the hologram-to-object-point dis-

tance. The experíment r¡/as designed to eliminate as much as possible
the physical degradatíon effects referred to previouslv. With reference
to Fig, 4.I and Photo. 4.L, the experimental arrangemenr possesses the
following features:
1) The differerlce between the path lengths of the object and reference
beams

is very much less than the coherent length of the laser

source. This is necessary to achieve

maximum

contrast of the

interference frÍnges.
2) A stable interference pattern during recording is ensured by using
well designed optical components, a short exposure time, and a
massive granite optical Ëab1e mounted on pneumatic tíres to reduce

vibration.
3) The recording

medÍum

is Kodak 649F film ptate'.' This is an extremely

high resolutíon emulsion wíth a glass plate backing for srabí1ity
l7z1 '

* see Appendiæ A.2 for Processing

procedure

?(,

LASER SOURCE

BEAM

OBJECT BEAful

SPLITTER

FIRST

SURFACE
MIRROR

40x
SPATIAL
FILTER
î
CONVERGENT
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LENGTH f

f

6OX

MICROSCOPE

OBJECTIVE

_t

LIQ

U

ID GATE

COLLIfVIATED
REFERENCE

BEAM
WATER

BATH

FILM
PLATE

FIG. 4,1 ARRANGEMENT

FOR

POINT SOURCE I MAGING
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PhoËograph 4.1

Arrangement for point source Ímaging.
The arrangement is shown schematically in FLg.4.r. The equipment is
identifíed as follows: (BS) beam splirter, (sF) 40X sparial filter
r,rith 25 micron pinhole, (L) well corrected converging 1ens, (M) first
surface mirror, (G) granite opËical bench, (R) rail type optical

bench, (P) xYZ posirioner, (o) 60x rnicroscope objecrive, (Lc) liquid
gate containing fÍ1ur plate Ín a \^rater bath. To the left of Ëhj-s photo
but not seen ís a Spectra physics model 124A HeNe laser.

28.

4)

An extremely sma1l object point is produced by passing the

collimated laser beam through a 60X nicroscope objective
,laser beam diameter
(F=.Ulðnun).
s)

A collímated reference hrave of 7.6 cm. diameter is produced by

positioning a well-corrected lens a focal length away from
point, aperture of a spatial filter.
(4OX¡ lens in the spatial filter,

Ëhe

By using a highly diverging
Ëhe amplitude of the reference

wave is made approximately constant across its diameËer. A coli-

imated reference beam also has the advantages that the conjugate

to a plane \¡/ave is simply another plane vrave travelling in the
opposite dírection, and, the frÍnge frequencies in the hologram

are restricted which results in a decreased influence of the film
modulation transfer function.
6)

The axes of both sources are oriented at 45o to the film plate so

that, the interference fringes formed in the photographie emulsíon

lie roughly perpendicular to the film surface. This greatly decreases the distortion of the fri-nges caused by the emulsíon shrinkage during photographic processíng.
7)

In order to minimize the effect of surface roughness of the emulsion,
the film is immersed in a \,rater bath in a "liquid gate" fílm holder.
The water acts as an índex of refraction matching solution.

B)

A linear recording of the interference. pattern is achieved by using

a large reference beam to object

beam

ratio and by biasing the

exposure at approximately the half transmittance point.
e)

Chernícal bleaching of the hologram \,ras not done for although

bleaching Íncreases the efficiency of the reconstïuction, it also

)a

increases the scattering noíse of the emulsion.

After the film plate is exposed, it is processed. according to the procedure outlíned Ln appendiæ, A.2. The processed hologram is then re-

placed in the liquid gate holder in a reversed position from that of

recording. This effectívely introduces the reconstruction illumination
as a conjugate of the reference beam. The real image is formed (Fig.4.l)

the "r" space and can be recorded on film.
spot sÍze of the focused point is

The depth of focus and the

deËerrn-Lned

by orÍentÍng a flat film

perpendicular to the axís of convergence of the spot and Ëhen making.

several exposures along this axis.

The use of a point source allows the observer to gaÍn

consÍderable

information on the performance of the írnaging system. For instance,
the depth of focus can be found very readily.

Also, aberratíons

such

as astigmatism and spherical aberratÍon t61] can be identified. from

the real image fie1d.

Results:

of this eæper"iment az,e shot¡n in photogz,øphs 4.2,
4.3 and 4.4. The depth of focus i,s seen to be eætz,emeLg Limited. ond.
the st,ze of the focused ímage point is corruparabLe uith the oz,iginal

poi.nt.

The z,esults

'Fu.r'thermone,

the image does not eæhi.bit noticable ønounts of

sphericaL abez,z,ation, astigmatism

or

coma abez,ration.

in
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Photograph 4.2

Point reconstruction; tn focal plane
(enlarged)

31.

Photograph 4.3

Poínt reconstructíon;
.79nun from- focal Plane
(enlarged)

Photograph 4.4

Point reconstructÍon;
1.58mm from focal plane
(enlarged)

EXPERIMENT

2

z

Imaging of a Diffusely Scattering Obiect

The purpose of Ëhis experiment r,¡as to investigate the ability

of

a

hologram to produce the real image of a diffusely scattering object
when the effective hologram area is large compared to the hologram-to

object distance. I^lith reference to PhoËo. 4.5, this experiment is
very similar ín nature to the preceeding orre, with the exception that
a diffusely scattering object, is used instead of a point source.
real image is produced and sampled in a similar

The

way.

The object is a standard resolution test chart illumínated with highly

diffuse light.

The tesË chart consists of five sets of equally spaced

brighËand dark lines.

Each set is half the sÍze of Ëhe preceedíng one.

Such a chart is highly useful in determining the performance of an

imaging sysËem since Ëhe frequency (in line pairs per millimeter) of

the finest seË of resolvable línes in the image ís the resolving

po\,/er

of the system. The resolution spoË size of the system may then be taken
as the reciprocal of this frequency.

ResuLts: The results of this erperiment az,e sho?'m ín

Photogz,aphs 4.6,

4.7 ond 4.8, ft is seen that the finest set of Línes on the test chart

is resoLuable. This meqns that the resoLutionof l;his system is
to oz, greater thqn
q,

L9 Line

equal

pairs per milLínetez,. This coz.z,,esponds to

spot size of about .053 miLLímeter.
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Photograph 4.5

Arrangement for diffuse scatterer

(D) is the diffusely scatteríng resolution
chart. Other equipment is identified
by caption of Photograph 4.1

PhoËograph 4"6

Recoristruction of resolution pattern;
in focal plane
(enlarged)
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Photograph 4.7

Reconstruction of resolution pat fern;
.5mm from focal plane
(enlarged)

Photograph 4. B

ReconsËruction of resolution patËern;
lrnm from focal plane

(enlarged)
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4.4

EXPERIMENT

3

:

Circular CvlindrÍca1 Holograms

The purpose of this experiment. vras to Ínvestigate tire difficulties
encounÈered in generating the real image from 360' holograms using

conventional techniques. Since a curvilinear hologram \,/as required,

a flexible film had to be used; in this case, Agfa-Gaevert
4x5 inch sheet film [1r15,70].

Flexíble film provides much less

than glass plates, hence, some distortion of

dímensj-onal stability
Ëhe

fringes Ín the emulsion is inevitable.

accommodate

10875

Since a liquid gate to

curvilinear films \,ras not avaílable. the effect of surface

roughness of the emulsíon could not be eliminated and posed a serious

deleterious effect on image formation. The fringe planes in curvilinear holography cannot be constraíned to lie roughly perpendicular
Ëo the emulsÍon surface over much of the surface area, hence, consid-

erable distortíon results when the emulsion shrínks during photographic
processing. In cylindrical holography it is extremely dífficult

to

produce a satisfactory conjugate reference beam due to the flexible

nature of the film and simply Èhe lack of suitable optics to produce
a large scale converging vrave. As a consequence, only virtual

images

have been produced Ëo date when a spherical reference wave has been used.

Fig. 4.2 illustrates

the holographíc method and Photo. 4.9

showsa

typical vírtual image.

Results: A nu¡nber of cyLinfu+caL hoLograms haue been made using tlte
arrqngement of Fi-g. 4.2. In generaL, the uiz,tual ímages produced by

glll:
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4r.

Photograph 4.9

Virtual image from cylindrical
hologram

The hologram material is Agfa-Gavaert 10E75 flexible

fílm and has not

been bleached. The emulsion side of the film is facing inward. The

reconstruction illumination duplicates Ëhe recording illumínation and is
a highly diverging spherical wave, incident from the left.

The virtual

image appearing through the film is of a small chess-piece (a knight).

The dark bands referred to in the text, fringes of consËant thickness

[71], are readily apparent on the surface of Ëhe film.

As conrnonly

found in curvílinear holograms recorded on photographic film, the virtual
image has less brightness, uníformity, contrast and resolution than

similar planar holograms.
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these hoLogz'øns haue Less :r,esoLutíon, contz,ast ønd

diffraction

efficiency thon those of planaz,hoLograms prodttced

undez, more optirmtm

conditions, Another
is the presence of

promLnent defect

in these cglindrLcal

bz,Lghtqtd daz:k bands

in the

hologrøns

emuLszon (see photo 4.g)

uhich tend to degz,ade the uiz,tual image. These b,ight

and. d.az,k bands

are t'fz'inges of constant thickness" l,z1f caused by muLtiple reflections

of the refenence uaue .Ln the film dtLr"ing z'ecording. They can be
redu.ced by the use of i.ndeæ matchtng solutions in a Liquid gate.
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chapten fiue
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

INTRODUCT]ON

The experíments of the preceding section r¿ere designed to test

how

well a holographic imaging system can approxímate an ideal diffractíon
limiced system when the recordíng

mediurn

is silver halide emulsion.

Hopefully then, with this information, the performance of a curvilinear holographi.c ímaging system can be predícted based on the
theoretíca1 analysis of chaptez, thnee.

No claim is made that the results obtained represent the optimum,

however, they may be considered typíca1 of a practíca1 holographic
sys tem.

5.2

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 1

The intensity of the field near the focus of the real image of the

point source was sampled with the aid of a flat film oriented perpendicular to the convergent axis.
distance from the focal point
and 4. 4 and also in Fig. 5.1.

may

The point image as a functíon of

be seen.in photographs 4.2, 4.3

From rhe figure it is obvious rhat rhe

depth of focus is extremely limited.

The focused image point (.r8mm)

is about 10 Ëirnes the size of the original point buË stí11 represents
very good resolution.

From the phoËographs, it is apparent that the
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FIG. 5. I REAL IMAGE SIZE ALONG CONVERGENT AXIS
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amounts of asÈigmatism and coma aberration are extremely sma1l, This

indicates that the reconstruction
of the conjugate reference
plane wave reference

Some

a very good approximation

beam was

beam and shor¿s

the advantage of using

a

beam.

parameters for fhis experiment are as follows:

wavelength of illuminatíon = 63288

effective aperture of hologram = 7.6

cm

average hologram-to-object-distance = B

cm

equivalent "f-number" = B/7.6 = 1.05

5.3

RESULTS OE EXPERIMENT 2

The real image field was sampled at different points along the con-

vergent axis as in Exp. I and the results may be seen ín photographs

4.61 4.7 and 4.8, The limÍted deprh of focus ís again very apparenË.
It was desired to determine the resolution of the system as a functíon
of the reciprocal f-number afR, r¿here a is the effective aperture
of the hologram arid R ís the ar¡€ïage hologram-to-object-distance.
some

film.

resolution of the real image is lost in recordíng the image

on

Therefore, in order to determÍne the resolution of the system,

the real image was observed dÍrectly through a 10X microscope objective
as the effecËive aperture was varied.

The arrangement used to deter¡n-ine

resolution is depicted in Fig. 5.2. The results

may

be seen in Fíg.

5.3. Although t.he re-solution obtained is much less than the ideal
diffraction limited system, ít is still very good.
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5.4

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT

A number of cylindrical

3

and conical holograms have been made using

the arrangement of Fig. 4.2. A typical vírtual image can be seen in
Photo. 4.9.

rn general, the virtual images produced by these holograms

have less resolution, contrasÈ and diffraction

effíciency than those

of planar holograms which can be made under more optimum conditions.
The flexible nat.ure of the film allows considerable distortion of the

emulsion which results in a loss of object information.

Any disËortion

of the emulsion causes serj-ous information loss because the fringe
frequency is very highrand the fringes lie,

angles to the emulsion surface.

in general, at very oblique

Another prominent defect in these

cylindrícal holograms is the presence of bright and dark bands in the
emulsion (see Photo. 4.9) which tend to degrade the virtual
These

ímage.

bright and dark bands are "fringes of constant thickness" [71]

caused by multiple reflections of the reference wave in the film during

recording. These effecËs are caused by the very ob1íque angle at which
the reference beam strikes the emulsion surface. Because of this.
cylindrical holograms also exhibit more light scattering "noíse".
since suitable optics to form large-scale converging waves \^rere not
available, real images could not be formed from the available cylindrical holograms. The problem of obtaining suitable reconstruction

beams

for cylindrícal holograms is a serious one. Large scale converging
I^laves can be f ormed

using large diameter lenses and par.abolíc mirrors.

These optics have Ëo be well corrected and are therefore quite expensive.

/,o

5.5

SUI{"IARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results of

EXPERIMENT

1 and EXPERIMENT 2 indicate thar rhe resolu-

tion obtainable in the real ímage of a holographic system is more than
sufficient for many pracËical engineering applicatÍons.

The analysis

of chøptez' thz'ee has shown the ideal resolution to be on the order of
a wavelength of light.

Therefore even though the experimentally

obtainable resolution is only about 6.8"Á of that of the ideal system,
(from Fíg.5.3), it ís stil1 very high.

The rheoretical analysis of

the ideal system can then be used to predict the performance of a real
holographíc system. The experiments have shown that good resolutíon
can be obtained using silver halide recording materials provided pre-

cautíons are taken to overcome the physical liabilitíes

of the film

and other components. It ís suggested that cylindrical hologram real
images can be made with equivalent resoluËion to that obtained ín
EPERTMENT

1 and EXPERTMENT 2 íf similar precautions are taken. Fig.

5.4 depicts a scheme v¡hich rnight make this possible. The arrangement
of Fig.5.4 features a liquid gate to accomodate curvilinear holograms
and a conical hologram shape to allow plane wave reference and re-

construction

beams.
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CONCLUSIONS

This thesis has been concerned with aspects of real image generation
by curvilínear holograms. The purpose was not to develop a rigorous
theory of inverse scattering from curvilinear holograms, but rather
t.o develop a model with which the performance of real systems can be

predicted.

The theory presented Ln chapter three has been developed

with this objective in mind. SÍmilarily,

the experiments of chøpter

fouz, were not designed to obtain the ultinate possible resolution of

a holography system, but rather, they were desígned to determine the
resolution obtaínable in a typical holography system when reasonable
measures are used to overcome image degradation factors.

ComparÍson

of the results of. chøpter fouz, with the theory of chapter thv,ee yields
information upon whÍch the performance of a practical holographic
imaging system can be judged.

There havebeen tremendous developments in the field of holography

since its inception j-n 1949. fn the literature

review of chaptez. ttìo,

a sunmary has been made of the pertinent contributions, both theoretical and practical, in the fíeld of holographic imaging, with particular
emphasis on curvilinear hologram shapes. As indicated in the su¡nmary,

there are a great many factors which influence the quality of holographic images. These factors include the following:

coherency of

the interfering illumination [14], shifts in the interference pattern
during recordÍng due to víbration, aj-r turbulence or heat gradients

\)

[13,14], distortion of the recording medÍa If3], inherent limitatj-ons
of the recording media [20r61], nonlínearity of recordings 122,35),
and the inability

to exactly duplicate (or generate the conjugate of)

a reference beam [20,63]. All these factors must be taken into consideration in the design of a holographic system.

Holograms have been conventionally anal-yzed assuming a planar hologram

shape. Such models are clearly insufficient

to determine the increase

in resolution in large-angle curvilinear holograms.

Some

authors

have consídered imaging from large scale planar holograms [52][68]t331

t10].

Porter [55] has

shor,¡n

that in two-dimensional curvilinear holo-

grams, the resolution of the real image depends on subtended angle but

not on aperture shape (when the hologram recording

medium

is ideal).

Chapter three has presented a similar analysis for the case of the

three-dimensÍonal hologram.

Some

authors have considered the possíbility

from holographic virtual

of object mensuratíon

ímages t45l i50l t511. This method has been

found t45] to involve very laborious procedures requíring highly complex

instruments, subjectÍve decision-making, and highly skilled personnel.
It has been proposed that the mensuration system can be

made much

simpler, and perhaps automaËic, if the real image is analyzed instead
of the virtual image.
holograms [62]ll-9l.

Some

success has been achieved with planar

The analysis of chøpter thy,ee has indicated that

curvilinear holograms, that surround a three-dimensíonal object during
recording, contaín enough ínformation to reconstruct the scattering

53.

surface \^rith great detaí1. The resolution obtainable in the real image

field was found to be directly proportional to the amount of obiect
radiation thal the hologram surface subtends.

In the experÍmental section, the theoretical resolution
compared

vTas

wíth that of real holographic systems. Accord-

Íng to Fig.5.3, the real system had a resolution corresponding to
about 6.8% of. the theoretícal model. Since the resolution of the

theoretical model is extreme (see chapl;er thz,ee), it can then be predicted that the resolutíon obtainable in curvilinear real imaging
systems is sufficient

to enable highly accurate mensuration of three-

dimensional objects.

Since the depth-of-focus

1,471

is proportional

to the reci-procal of the resolution frequency of the system, the depthof-focus of a curvilinear holographic system should be extremely sna1l.
This indicates thaË it should be possible to design equipment to sample
the intensity of the real ímage field and Èhereby generate the contours
of the scattering object with great accuracy. Gara and Majkowski [19]
have been successful wíth a similar technique used with planar holo-

grams. The Íncreased resolution obtainable v¡ith curvilinear holograms
should make the technique much more accurate. A convenient technique
would be to use the end of a fiber opEic as the sampling aperture.
The resolution would then probably be on the order of the díameter of

the fiber.

The contours of the object could then be generated by

computor from the sampled data. Other techniques such as recording the

real image directly on film are also possible.

EXPERII.{ENT

3 has

shovm

that the images obtainable in conventional [26,27,28,29164] cylindrical

holograms have much less resoluËion than that obtainable in planar

holograms, in which the degradi,ng effect of some physÍcal

phenomena

can be avoided. Therefore it can be concludecl th.at precautions
analogous to those of

EXPERIMENT

1 and EXPERIMENT 2 must be taken

in order to obËain high-resoluËion cylindrical holograms. A possible
method of achieving this is sketched in Fig.5.4.

The arrangemenË

features the use of a liquid gate and a conical hologram shape.

The

use of a conícal hologram shape allows the use of a plane reference
and reconstruction \^/ave. Thís greatly simplifies the reconstruction
geometry and ensures that the two beams are exactly the conjugatés of
one another thus effectively

eliminating abberrations in the image.

Note that the conjugate of a plane r¡/ave is simply another plane

wave

travelling ín exactly the opposite direction.

It is proposed that a cylindrical holographic mensuratíon system

can

be used to obtain precise measurements on nonstationary objects if
pulsed laser is used instead of a continuous wave laser.

of subjects vrould then include living tissue.

a

The range

Ansley [2] has

shov,rn

that pulsed laser techniques can be used to obËain large-scale holograms of people. Special precauËions must be taken l2l164] when the

pulsed illumination ís allowed to enter the eye. Such holograms re-

quire a laser source that Ís boËh powerful and has a long coherent
length. Fortunately, as Dennis Gabor pointed out [73] in hís Nobel
Príze dissertaËion in L97L, "Nowadays single-mode pulses of 30 nano
second durat.ion v¡ith l0 joule ín the beam and coherence lengths of

5-B meters are avaílab1e....".

The upper bound on the síze of. c.vjin-

drical hologram subjects is deEermined by the coherent length of the
laser source and by the availability
materials.

of suítab1e optics and recording

The very short duration of Ëhe pulsed output of a pulsed

laser imposes practically no restriction
l2l.

on the motion of the subject

Thus the range of subjects suitable for cylindrical

is extremely large and even includes livi-ng beings

holography

!

It has been demonstrated that curvílinear holography offers a workable
technique for accurate mensuration of three-dimensional objects.

It

is obvious, however, that the techníque can be useful in a virtuá11y
límitless number of applicaËions. For example, cylindrical holograms
can be u.sec i.n iriformation processing systems to obtain the cross-

correlaEion or convoluËion of three-dimensional objects. Another

possible application is the use of large scale curvilinear (spherical)
holograms as diffractíon

lenses in astronomlcal telescopes.

Such

lenses would be much lighter in roeight and much cheaper to produce
Ëhan conventional lenses and woufd be

outer space.

particularly suited Ëo use in
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Tppendiæ A.L
EXPANSION OF GREENIS FI]NCTION

Is3] t76l

The Greents functíon must satisfy the Sommerfeld radiaËion condition

[71] and the differential
(V2 +

equation

t<2)c(i,i') = -ô (; - ;')

where !t denotes the source coordinates and ;
tlon coordinares (Fie.3.1)

(A-r)

s

denotes the observa-

.

Equation (A-1) can be writEen [76] as a triple Fourier transform
.
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The last integral on the right in Eqn. (A-4) can be evaluated by assuming
cr3 to be complex and integrating about the contour of Fig.A-l, where
Ëhe contribution along C, vanishes for Z>Zt and the contríbuLíon along

C" vanishes for Z<Zt. Thus we obtain
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v¡hích when

substituted ínto

Eqn.
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æ

.
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Now

if

r^re

we make Ëhe substitutions

cÌt =Bcosy

,

x-Xt=pcos0

,

sin {

,

y-yt = p sin 0

,

o¿ = S

'2

ldordo,r.
(A-6)

can then write Eqn. (A-6) in the form
@
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The last integral

Ëhe

on

ri ght

can be identifíed as an integral

representation of rh e Besse 1 functÍon.

Noting the formula

II

Jn (Z) = (2¡¡)

1

I

exp

IiZcos (y-0) +
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T

where Q is an a .¡i t rary angle we obtaín
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I
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I
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o

The integral in Eqn. (A-9) can be reformulated into one running from
-co Ëo

* by expressing the Bessel function in terms of ltankel functions.

Using the change of variable,

h2

= k2-ß2r w€ obtain

5q

: I H;"(ßp)exp[íhlz-z'lan
r.\
c(;,;') =;*
Öil I

e

(A-10)

J

for the time dependance exp (-irrrt)
:

and

c(;,;')=# f "j')(go)expfihlz-z'lan ,
-;

for the tíme dependance e4p(iot) .
in Fig.N-2.

(A-11)

The path of íntegration is shown
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appendiæ A.2
PHOTOGRAPIIIC PROCES SING

INTRODUCTION

The interference fringes recorded in holograms are in general

much

finer than any image encountered in ordinary photography. In fact,
the period of the fringes is usually much fess than the thickness of
the emulsion t61].

Because of thÍs, holograms must be processed with

considerably more care than ordinary photographs. The informatión
capacity wí1l be reduced or lost if any factor during processíng causes

the emulsion to be distorted bv more than a small fraction of its
thickness. Therefore, a careful processing schedule must be followed
for obtaining optímal results.

It is particularly

important that all

solutions be maintained at the same temperature to prevent

random

shifËs ín the emulsion tf:1.
Processing Procedure for Kodak and Agfa-Gevaert Holographic Films
The following basic processing procedure has been found to be effective:

1) Developmenl: 5 min. in Kodak D-19 developer both with continuous
agitaËion. Followed immediately by a 30 sec. rinse in

I(odak

indicator stop bath solution.
2) Fixation:
agitatíon.

5 min. in Kodak Rapid Fixer bath with continuous
Followed r¿ith a 30 sec. rinse in r¿ater.

3) Residual FÍxer Removal: 2 mín. in l(odak Hypo Clearing Agent bath.
4) Inlash: 5 min. in

f

loviing water.

5) Dry: Rinse in Kodak Photo-Flo soluËion and drÍp dry in air

aË
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room temperature.

Note: All baths and r,¡ash T¡raters should be maintained within
one Celsius
Drving Method

degree of the sane temperature.

-

A drying method which can result in a more uniform emulsion thickness

is the following:

After Step (4), the wet emulsíon is soaked in

nethyl alcohol f.or 2 min. with continucus agitaËion, and then in
isopropyl alcohol for 1 min. The ernulsíon is then removed from
Ëhe propanol

bath and the excess propanol blown off immediately with

a jet of dry aír.

This is to be done before the alcohol has a

chance

to evaporate and cause moisture fr.om the air to condense on the emulsion.
Shrínkage Compensation

A diffícu1ty often encountered in holography is the shrinkage of the
emulsion (by about 152) durÍ-ng Ëhe fixation stage of processing. rn

reflection holography [13], this is enough to shíft rhe wavelength of
reconstruction líght from red light to green 1ight.
difficulty

To over:come this

a swellíng stage can be íntroduced between Steps (4) and (5).

Swell: 15 min" in

5%

triethanolamine

(CUzOHCHz).N

solution.

Bleaching

A technique unique to holography consists of chemically bleaching the
cieveloped photographic fitm so that the ínformation is stored as a

variatíon of the refractive índex of the emulsion rather than as
absorptíve variation [37].

an

The effect of such bleaching has been

found to be a great increase in diffraction

of resolution and contrasË [13].

efficiency at the

expense
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Two

l.

effective bleaches are as fo]lows:
Potassium Ferricvanide and Potassium Bromide Bleach

Preparation: díssolve 7 grams of KBr and 8 grams of KrFe(CN)s
in 1000 ml of distilled

water.

Procedure:

a) Bleach for 5 min., agitate.
b)

Wash 15

min. in running \"¡ater.

c) Rínse in Photo-Flo.
2.

R-10 Type Bleach

Preparation:
Stock Solution A:

Distilled \,/ater - 500 ml.
Amnonium bichromate

- 20 grams.

Concentrated sulfuric acíd - 14

Distilled water to
Stock Solution

make

m1.

- 1000 m1.

B:

Potassium bromide - 92 grams.

Distilled r,Tater to
Solution

make

- 1000 ml .

C:

Kodak Hypo Clearing Agent bath.

Solution

D:

CuprÍc Bromide (CuBrr) - S grans.
Photo-Flo \^/íth distilled

vrater to make - 100C ml.

Procedure:

a) Just before use, mix one part A and one part B to ten parts
distilled

water and use this as the bleaching solutíon.

oJ.

b) Bleach and agitate for 1 min. after the plate has cleared usually about 3-5 min.
c) Rinse in runnjng r\7at.er for a few seconds.
d) Soak and agitate for I mín. ín clearing bath, Solution

C.

e) Rinse for 5 min. in running water.
f)

Soak for 5 mín. in Solution D.

The R-10 type bleach has been found to prodr'.ce the highest diffraction

effíciency [13,31]. However the Potassium Ferrícyaníde bleach is
generally preferred because it is easier to use. A1so, the R-10
bleach ís susceptible to darkerLing rrnder expcsure to light r¡hereês

the Potassiunr Ferrí.cyanide bleach is much more stable: t66].
Concl-usion

The methods and formulas listed above have been found effectíve with

both Kodak 649F and Agfa-Gevaert 10E75 and BE75 holographic films.

The bleaches described above have been found to greatly increase the

efficiency of holograms at. the expense of ímage resolution.

The loss

of resolution is due to distorËion in the emulsion during the bleaching
process.

DistortÍon in the drying stage and effects of surface roughness can be
eliminated by iminersing the filur in a liquid gate before and after
processing.

Further informatíon and a relevant extensive list of references
be found in reference I13],

can

o¿t
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